
„ ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE” 

Paesi partecipanti: dall’Europa, dall’Europa orientale e sud 

orientale 

Date: dal 6 al 15 dicembre 2017 

Luogo: Busteni, Romania 

Temi: Inclusione sociale e discriminazione 

Numero dei partecipanti italiani: 2  

Età dei partecipanti: senza limiti di età. 

 
ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE is a training course that gathers 4 experts 

and 29 youth workers from 29 organizations from 28 programme- and 

neighborhood countries. 

The project takes place in a moment where Europe ethnic minorities are 

marginalized and discriminated leading to a limited access of their citizens 

to education, work and social services. The cases expand every year among 

youngsters with social negative aspects that lead to hate and intolerance. 

This project wish to be a follow up of our previous one with special results 

in preparing peace educators. 

The aim of the training is to develop youth workers competences and to 

provide them new tools for a better social inclusion of ethnic minorities and 

for to combat intercultural discrimination. 

The creation of a common reflection space on awareness of importance of 

cultural diversity, on the discrimination, on the identification of Europe 

minorities and their problems, providing work tools for to limit intolerance 

and keeping social peace. The project promotes also the development of 

specific competences for the promotion of mutual respect, tolerance and 

social equity, through forum theater and video creation as non-formal 

education tools for helping to solve problems of minorities discriminated, 

expanding cooperation between youngsters from EU and neighborhood 

countries promoting common projects founded on democratic values. 

Main activities will be preparation, introduction, getting to know each other, presentation of 

organizations and participants, introduction of Erasmus + programme and youthpass certificate, 

thematic workshops, outdoor activities, intercultural evenings, cultural visits. The main workshops will 

be 2 sections: forum theater and video creation. Evaluation activities will be daily, midterm and final 

and will be in national groups, reflection groups and in plenary. During the project, there will be 

activities of monitoring, management and visibility. Methodology is based on non-formal education 

consisting in games, presentations, debates, role plays, simulations, world coffee, forum theater and 

video. 

Expected final results are 2 theater pieces based on cases identified in preparatory phase and 2-4 videos 

to promote social integration of ethnic minorities. 

What should you prepare: 

- study cases about minorities in your countries/regions and cases of ethnic or intercultural 

discrimination  

- for intercultural evening please bring traditional products from your country or region- food and 

drinks – also prepare to show us a dance and to sing a song. Any other aspect to promote your culture is     

welcome: leaflets, photos. flag. Videos, etc. There is no possibility to cook in the kitchen. 

- you can propose games, energizers, activities for free time or for our workshops. 

- if you had already projects connected with the topic, bring with you good practice examples: leaflets, 

videos, photos. 

Organizzazione ospitante: Hair Redivivus, Buzau (Romania) 

Sei interessato/a? Clicca allora qui per ricevere maggiori informazioni!!! 
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